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ABSTRACT. 

Zhang (X. Zhang, Common fixed point theorems for some new generalized contractive type mappings, J. Math. Anal. 

Appl. 333 (2) (2007) 780-786) introduced a new generalized contractive type conditions for a pair of mappings in a 

complete metric space, in which the integral operator was replaced by a monotone non-decreasing function F. In this 

paper, we prove a common fixed point theorem for a generalized contractive type condition for a quadruple of (owc) 

mappings under relaxed conditions.  
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

 

Recently, some fixed point theorems ([1], [3], [11], [13] etc.) for mappings satisfying an integral type contractive 

condition are obtained. In this consequence, Zhang [14] introduced a generalized contractive type condition, in which 

the integral type operator was replaced by a monotone non-decreasing function F, for mappings in a metric space to 

extend and unify the results of [3], [11] and [13]. In this paper, we extend the result of Zhang [14]. For this, we need 

following notions of Zhang [14]: 

 

Let a € (0, �], Ra
+ = [0, a) and F: Ra

+� R+ satisfying: 

 

(i) F (0) =0 and F (t)>0 for each t € (0, a) 

 

(ii) F is non-decreasing on Ra
+ 

 

(iii) F is continuous,     

 

where R+ denotes the set of non-negative real numbers. Define the family T [0, a) by: 

 

                             T [0, a) :={ F: F satisfies (i)-(iii)}                                                          (1.1) 

 

We refer to Ex. 1 of Zhang [14]. Further, we have the following Lemma: 

 

Lemma 1.1 ([14]) Let a€ (0, �] and F€ T [0, a). If limn��F (�n) =0 then lim n�� �n = 0, for each �n € Ra
+. 

 

Definition 1.2 ([14]) Let a € (0, +�], Ra
+ = [0, a) and �: Ra

+� R+ satisfying: 

 

(i) � (t)<t for each t a € (0, a), 

 

(ii) � is non-decreasing and right upper semi-continuous, 

 

(iii) for each t € (0, a), lim n���
n (t) = 0. Then define the family � [0, a) by: 

 

 � [0, a) :={ �: � satisfies (i)-(iii)}.                                               (1.2) 

 

Following Lemma is obtained for non-decreasing right u.s.c. function � € �: 
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Lemma 1.3 ([14]) If � € � [0, a), then � (0) = 0. 

 

Zhang proved the following theorem: 

 

Theorem 1.4 Let X be a complete metric space and D= sup {d(x, y): x, y€ X}. Set a =D, if D=� and a>D, if D<�. 

Suppose A, B: X�X, F €T [0, a) and � € � [0, F (a-0)) satisfy: 

 

    F (d (Ax, By)) � � (F (m(x, y))),     for each x, y€ X,                                            (1.3) 

 

where m(x, y)=max{d(x, y), d(Ax, x), d(By, y), ½[ d(Ax, y)+d(By, x)]}. Then A and B has a unique common fixed point 

in X. Moreover, for each x0 in X, the iterated sequence {xn} with x2n+1=Ax2n and x2n+2=Bx2n+1 converges to the common 

fixed point of A and B. 

 

2. PRELIMINARIES: 

 

In 1986, Jungck [5] introduced the notion of compatible mappings in metric space as a generalization of weakly 

commuting maps of Sessa [12]. This was further generalized to weakly compatible maps by Jungck [6] and to 

occassionally weakly compatible (owc) maps by Al-Thagafi and N. Shahzad [2]. 

 

Definition 2.1 Let A and S be two self-maps of a metric space (X, d). The pair (A, S) is said to be compatible if limn�� 

d(ASxn, SAxn) = 0, whenever there exist a sequence {xn} in X such that limn�� Sxn = limn��  Axn =  t, for some t€ X. 

 

Definition 2.2 Let A, S:X�X, then the pair (A, S) is said to weakly compatible if they commute at their 
coincidence points; i.e., ASu = SAu whenever Au = Su, for some u € X. 
 
Definition 2.3 (Al-Thagafi and Shahzad [2]) Two self-mappings A and S are called occassionally weak compatible 

(owc) if ASu = SAu for some u in X whenever Au = Su. The point u 2 X is called the (owc) point of the pair. The set of 

(owc) points of (A, S) is denoted by C (A, S). 

 

It is to be noted that compatible maps are weakly compatible but the converse need not true (see, [7], [9]).Further, 

weakly compatible maps implies (owc) but not conversely. Thus, (owc) is the weakest form of commuting type 

mappings. 

 

In this paper, we will extend this theorem for a quadruple of mappings, by relax-ing the completeness of whole space 

X, and by replacing the iterated sequence on X by set-inclusion relation. We will take the (owc) mappings, as it is the 

weakest form of commuting type mappings. 

 

Throughout this paper, let us denote the sets of natural and real numbers by N and R respectively. Let D be the 

diameter of a metric space (X, d). Put a = D if D = �, and a > D if D < �. Here is the main result: 

 

 

3. MAIN RESULTS: 

 

Theorem 3.1 Let (X, d) be a metric space and A, B, S and T be four self-mappings on X. Let D = sup{d(x, y):x, y € X} . 

Set a = D if D = �, and a > D if D< �. Suppose F € � [0, a) and � € �[0, F(a-0)) be functions satisfying: 

 

             F (d (Ax, By)) � � (F (m(x, y))),  for each x, y€ X,                                                                       (1.3) 

 

where m(x, y) = max{d(Sx,T y), d(Ax, Sx), d(By,T y), ½[ d(Ax, Ty)+d(By, Sx)]}. 

 
If the pairs (A, S) and (B, T) are occasionally weakly compatible (owc), then A, B, S and T have a unique common fixed 

point. 

 

Proof Suppose that (A, S) and (B, T) are (owc). Let �, µ € X be the (owc) point of the pairs (A, S) and (B, T), 

respectively. Then, by definition, AS� = SA�, whenever A� = S�. Next, the pair (B, T) is (owc), so by definition, BTµ 

= TBµ, whenever Bµ = Tµ. 

 

We claim A�=Bµ. If not, i.e., d(A�, Bµ) > 0,  then putting x=� and y=µ in (3.1), we have 

. 
F (d (A�, Bµ) �� (F (m (�, µ)) 

        = �(F(max{d(S�, Tµ), d(A� , S�) , d(Bµ, Tµ), ½ [d(Bµ, S�)+d(A�, Tµ)]})) 

        = �(F(max{d(A�, Bµ), 0, 0, d(A�, Bµ})) 

        = �(F(d(A�, Bµ))) 

        < F(d(A�, Bµ)), 
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a contradiction. Thus A� = Bµ (= z say). Therefore A� = S� = Bµ = Tµ = z; also Az = Sz and Bz = Tz. Now, let us 

show that z is a common fixed point of A, B, S and T. For, putting x = z and y = µ in (3.1), we have 

 

F(d(Az, z)) =  F(d(Az, Bµ)��(F(m(z, µ))) 

     = �(F(max{(Sz, Tµ), d(Az, Sz), d(Bµ, Tµ), ½[d(Bµ, Sz)+d(Az, Tµ)] })) 

                   = � (F (max {d (Az, Bµ), 0, 0, d (Az, Bµ})) 

                   = � (F (d (Az, Bµ))) 

     < F (d (Az, Bµ)) = F (d (Az, z)), 

 

a contradiction. Thus Az = z = Sz. Further, we show that Az = Bz. For, putting x = z and y = z, in (3.1), we have 

 

F (d (Az, Bz)) � � (F (m (z, z))) 

         = �(F(max{d(Sz, Tz), d(Az, Sz), d(Bz, Tz), ½ [d(Bz, Sz) + d(Az, Tz)]})) 

           = �(F(max{d(Az, Bz), 0, 0, d(Az, Bz })) 

         = � (F (d (Az, Bz))) 

         < F (d (Az, Bz) 

 

a contradiction. Thus Az = Bz = Sz = Tz = z. Hence z is a common fixed point of A, B, S and T. Uniqueness of 

common fixed point follows easily. This completes the proof.        

 

Remark 3.1 Every contractive condition of integral type automatically includes a corresponding contractive condition, 

not involving integrals, by setting � (t) �1. So, we have obtained so many results concerning the compatible mappings 

and dealing with a contractive condition, in the literature of fixed point theory. 

 

Remark 3.2 Our Theorem 3.1 is a generalization of the main Theorem of Pathak and Verma [10] in the sense of 

weakening the condition of weakly compatibility of pairs of mappings to (owc) mappings. 

 

Remark 3.3 If we put A=B=f and S=T=g in our Theorem 3.1, and take X a complete metric space, we get main 

Theorem 1 of Zhang [14].  

 

Following is an example of our main result: 

 

Example 3.2 Let X= [0, 2), so that D = diam(X) = 2. Let F(t) = t 1/t, for each t > 0 and F(0) = 0, so that F€J[0, a), where 

a = e > D = 2. Here R+
a =[0, a). Let �(t) = t/2 so that limn���

n(t) = 0 and �€�[0, F(a-0)). Define d on X by: d(x, y) =0, 

if x = y, and d(x, y) 

= max{x, y}, if x 	 y. Note that (X, d) is a metric space (see Example p.928 of Jachymski [4]). Let A, B, S and T: X� 

X be mappings defined by: 

 

Ax=1/(n+4),         Bx=1/(n+3),       Sx=1/(n+2),  Tx=1/(n+1)     if x=1/n,  n€ N 

 

Ax = 0, otherwise, Bx = 0, otherwise     Sx = 0 otherwise,   Tx = 0 otherwise;  but  x€ X. 

 

Then we observe that: 

 

(i) (A, S) and (B, T) are (owc) mappings. The set of (owc) points of (A, S) is C(A, S) = X-{1/2, 1/3, …}, and that of  

     (B, T) is C(B, T) = X-{1, 1/2, 1/3, ...}. 

 

(ii) Though the observation of common fixed point of this example is easy (t = 0 € X), but it is important to satisfy the  

      Inequality (3.1). The generalized contractive condition (3.1) satisfy, for all x, y € X, as follows: 

 

(a) If x=0, y=1/n, then Ax = Sx = 0, and so that d(Ax, By)=1/(n+3) and  

M(x, y)={1/(n+1), 0, 1/(n+1), ½[1/(n+3)+ 1/(n+1)] =1/(n+1).  

 

Therefore  F(d(Ax, By)) = [1/(n+3)]n+3 � ½ [1/(n+2)]n+2 � ½ [1/(n+1)]n+1 = �(F(M(x, y))) 

 
(b) If y=0, x=1/n, then By = Ty = 0, and so that d(Ax, By)=1/(n+4) and  

M(x, y)={1/(n+2), 1/(n+2), 0, ½[1/(n+2)+ 1/(n+4)] =1/(n+2).  

 

Therefore  F(d(Ax, By)) = [1/(n+4)]n+4 � ½ [1/(n+2)]n+2 = �(F(M(x, y))). 

 

(c) If x=1/n and y is any rational number (not the form of 1/n , n € N), then By=Ty=0; 

so that d(Ax, By)=1/(n+4) and M(x, y)=1/(n+2).  
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Therefore  F(d(Ax, By)) = [1/(n+4)]n+4 � ½ [1/(n+2)]n+2 = �(F(M(x, y))). 

 

(d) If x=1/n and y is any irrational number, then d(Ax, By)=1/(n+4) and M(x, y) =1/(n+2). Therefore F(d(Ax, By)) =   

      [1/(n+4)]n+4 � ½ [1/(n+2)]n+2 = �(F(M(x, y))). 

 

(e) If x=1/n, y=1/m, m<n, then 1/(m+3) 
 1/(n+4). Thus  

 

d (Ax, By)=max{1/(n+4), 1/(m+3)}=1/(m+3);   

d (Sx, Ty) = max{1/(n+4),1/(n+2)}=1/(n+2);   

d (Ax, Sx) = max{1/(m+3),1/(m+1)}=1/(m+1);   

d (By, Sx) = max{1/(m+3),1/(n+2)}=1/(m+3);   

d (Ax, Ty) = max{1/(n+4),1/(m+1)}=1/(m+1);   

½[d (By, Sx) +d (Ax, Ty)] = ½[1/ (m+3), 1/(m+1)] = 1/(m+1).  

 

So that  

 

F (d (Ax, By)) = [1/(m+3)]m+3 � ½ [1/(m+2)]m+2  

                                                 � (½)2.[1/(m+1)]m+1� ½.[1/(m+1)]m+1 = �(F(M(x, y))). 

 

If x=1/n, y=1/m, m>n, then d (Ax, By) = 1/ (n+4) or 0, according as m+3 > n+4 or m+3 = n+4. So that F(d(Ax, By)) = 

[1/(n+4)]n+4 or 0 according the case is chosen. 

 

Now, for M(x, y), there arises following three cases: 

 

(*) if m+3 > m+1 > n+4 is chosen, then M(x, y) = 1/(n+2). 

(**) if m+3 > n+4 > m+1 is chosen, M(x, y) = 1/(n+2), as m+1>n+2. 

(***) m+3 = n+4, then M(x, y) = 1/(n+2), as m+1=n+2. 

 

Thus in each sub-cases M(x, y) = 1/ (n+2). We thus have  

 

F(d(Ax, By)) � [1/(n+2)]n+2 = �(F(M(x, y))). 

 
For the rest of the cases, we have d (Ax, By) = 0 and M(x, y) = 0, so that F (d (Ax, By)) = 0 = �(F(M(x, y))).  

 

Therefore in each case the inequality (3.1) satisfies. Hence all the conditions of our Theorem 3.1 satisfy. So that A, B, S 

and T have its only common fixed point x = 0 € X. 
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